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About This Game
Siege Hammer is a uniquely-designed strategic VR game where players take the role of Blip, the young hero who was raised by
the wisps, and granted a magical hammer to defend the realm from Rok G’narek’s evil invaders. Will you be the anvil… or the
hammer?
- Fun features: wield the mighty Siege Hammer with four dynamic variations of Blip and construct 3 types of upgradeable
towers in order to fend off multiple waves of invaders across 40+ hours of enjoyable gameplay!
- Family-friendly: strategic gameplay that anyone can understand, a pleasant and mystical aesthetic, and content for players of
all ages!
- Entry level: easy and intuitive to play with controllers or gaze, smooth experience to maximize comfort and control over the
environment, no standing room required, move smoothly or by teleportation!
Siege Hammer represented a new direction for MyDream Interactive Inc. This was the first step towards a full shift to VR for
the studio, and signaled a departure from more conventional products. The UI-heavy game and generally non-cute aesthetic led
the team to again shift focus and rework the aesthetic and style to what became Candy Squad. Instead of terminating Siege
Hammer, we left it as a playable game for free, knowing that some features don’t entirely work as intended.
Thank you to everyone for your support! Everyone who purchased Siege Hammer will be provided a free copy of VR Toolbox:
360 Desktop and the Forest DLC.
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Fun tower defense controlled only by looking around. You'll feel like a general overlooking a battlefield, giving out orders as
well as smashing enemies with the Siege Hammer at your disposal.
At first it was a bit awkward not using the controllers at all but it doesn't take long getting used to.
Colourful graphics makes this suitable to children as well.. You really need to be a towerdefense addict. (And due to the
competition in the VR space now it really needs to be on sale.)
The concept, story and syle is interesting and different enough from most other tower defense games that it's worth a look for
towerdefense addicts. I'm looking forward to seeing what the future brings for this game, and for future titles the devs might use
this style.
The gameplay starts out really slowly though on the default difficulty. You need to be patient.
If you aren't the patient type, and aren't really into towerdefense games then you'll do better to look at other titles.
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